MILU II
Mangusta 80
3 cabins for 7 guests
3 crew members

MILU II

Captain
PAOLO SERRA
Paolo was born in Cagliari in 1968. After completing
his higher education and since 1998, he has started to
follow his passion of diving and sailing.

From 2002 he has worked with charter yachts,
continuously widening his knowledge of the best bays
and anchorages in Sardinia, Corsica, South of France,
Spain, Morocco, Canary Islands and central-northern
Tyrrhenian Sea.
Captain Paolo has a wide experience having been in
command of a gulet, a Bertram, a Versilcraft, an
Azimut, a DeCesari and a few Riva of increasing size as
their Owner would have no other than Paolo at their
command.
In his spare time, Paolo likes reading, cinema going,
music listening and practice sports like sailing, paddle
boarding, mountain biking and diving. He is mother
tongue Italian, has an excellent knowledge of Spanish
(having lived two years in Argentina) and speaks basic
English.

Deckhand
NICOLA PISTOLA
Nicola was born in Sanremo in 1994, just across
the border from Côte d’Azur.

After his high school in agriculture and
agricultural economy, Nicola completed his first
year degree in Sciences of life and biology, in
Nice.
His first professional experiences were in the
car rental sector, in the cultivation of flowers
and then as lifeguard.

2018 was his first season as deckhand onboard
a private motor yacht. After a little more day
working at the beginning of the season, in 2019
he joined MILU II.
Nicola is mother tongue Italian but has a good
working knowledge of English and an advanced
knowledge of French.

Stewardess
GIANNA MARIA MEREU
Gianna was born in Cagliari in 1979. She holds a
degree in Natural Sciences.
From 2012 she started her career in the nautical
sector by achieving her Lifeguard certificate. The
following year, it was the turn of her nautical licence,
followed by her apnea patent and STCW95 courses in
2018. In 2019, she took her Silver Service course.
Gianna has been a lifeguard from 2012 until 2014. A
swim instructor in 2015, through to 2016. In 2017-18
she worked at Capo Coda Cavallo as lifeguard, and
tender driver for Tavolara tours.

Onboard MILU II is going to be her first experience as
stewardess and chef.
In her spare time, Gianna likes to practice swimming.
Gianna is mother tongue Italian and has a basic
knowledge of English.

Breakfast times

A convivial long table with a view to the sea…

MILU II
The Mangusta brand was created in 1985
by the Balducci family, in the business
since ’60 and still is at the head of the
company, Overmarine Group.
Under this brandname, they build fast
maxi open yachts and luxury long range
yachts. Inside the Group, there is a
production of peacekeeping and
coastguard ships.
The line of the tradition is that of the
Maxi Opens Mangusta, a segment in
which the Group is a market leader.
It is the Mediterranean yacht par
excellence, that allows you to dart from
one place to the other in outstanding
comfort (in terms of quietness,
stabilisation and vibration) and in spaces
inside and out that are large and
exquisitely balanced.

Please, refer to your trusted broker, to charter MILU II.

